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22 Statistical improvement strategies 

Inn the previous chapter I characterised the scientific approach for empirical inquiry by 
describingg its function and its method. This description provides two elements for a 
methodologicall  framework for statistical improvement strategies, which I denote H1 
andd R1: 

H1:: The heuristic that improvement actions are derived from found relations in the 
processs (the explain — predict — control pattern); 

R1:: The methodological rule that all conjectures are tested to empirical data. 

Inn this chapter I propose more elements for the methodological framework in the form 
off  definitions of concepts (C1 to C3), heuristics (H2 to H5) and methodological rules 
(R22 to R4). The discussion is organised around a number of themes, which form the 
sectionss of this chapter. Especially the first three discussions start from the method-
ologicall  literature. 

2.11 The structure of explanatory networks 

Empiricall  inquiry aims to result in an 'explanatory network' or 'theory'. A theory con-
sistss of a set of definitions of concepts and — most important — relations among these 
concepts.. By specifying which concepts are related to which concepts and how they 
aree related it explains phenomena (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000, p. 11). In the methodolog-
icall  literature the structure of theories is discussed. I adapt this structure for use in the 
contextt of quality improvement. 
Statementss in empirical inquiry can be categorised in four levels (see Losee, 2001, pp. 
159-160).. On the bottom level are statements about raw sense data (readings from 
measuringg devices, observations) such as: 'the mercury level in the thermometer is at 
22'' or 'the pointer is at 3.5'. On the second level values are assigned to concepts on 
thee basis of the raw data, for instance: 'the temperature is 22°C' or 'the pressure is 
3.55 bar'. The rules by which raw data are assigned to concepts are made explicit in 
thee operational definition of the concept, which specifies how the different values of a 
conceptt wil l be discriminated (in other words: how the concept wil l be measured). 
Onn the third level, relations among concepts are specified in the form of natural or 
statisticall  laws. A special role in scientific method is played by causal relations, in that 
thesee are the preferred type of relations among concepts that one should search for 
(seee the discussion in chapter 1). 
Finally,, on the top level the laws are placed in a coherent (especially: internally non-
contradictory)) system — a theory. In the natural sciences it is customary to formulate 
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aa theory as an axiomatic system from which laws can be deduced as theorems. In the 
behaviorall  sciences most theories are not so strictly formulated (De Groot, 1961, p. 42). 

Operationall  definitions of concepts could be contrasted with constitutive definitions, 
whichh define a concept in terms of other concepts (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000, p. 42). 
Makingg the meaning of concepts more specific by giving an operational definition 
makess sure that the statements in which they occur are testable and that they lend 
themselvess to use in explanations and predictions (Hempel, 1966, p. 85). An extreme 
versionn of this idea is put forward by Bridgman (1927, p. 5), who discusses as an 
examplee the concept length. 

Thee concept of length is therefore fixed when the operations by which 
lengthh is measured are fixed: that is, the concept of length involves as much 
ass and nothing more than the set of operations by which length is deter-
mined.. (..) the concept is synonymous with the corresponding set of operations. 

Accordingg to this view, two different measurement procedures for length would de-
finee two different concepts. Although this extreme position cannot be maintained 
(Hempel,, 1966, pp. 91-97), the maxim that concepts should consciously be made spe-
cificc by defining how they are to be measured is a healthy one (Kerlinger and Lee, 
2000,, p. 44). 
Manyy concepts cannot be observed directly and, consequently, their 'reality' is a hy-
pothesis,, invented by man (behavioral scientists use the word 'construct' in this sense. 
Seee Kerlinger and Lee, 2000). It is good practice to entertain a multiple of operational 
definitionss for a concept and to show that different operationalisations lead to similar 
resultss (compare also section 3.3.5 of this thesis). 

2.1.11 Application to quality improvement 

Inn quality improvement projects the emphasis is not on the formulation of axiomatic 
theoriess as in the natural sciences, but rather on the discovery of a number of relations 
which,, taken together, provide an explanation of the behaviour of a certain character-
istic.. De Groot (1961, p. 42) considers the word 'prototheory' for a theory that does 
nott achieve the rigor of an axiomatic system, but chooses the term 'theoretical frame-
work'' instead. I use the word explanatory network in this thesis to avoidd the pretentious 
associationss that the word theory has. 
Thee explanatory network has a characteristic form. Typically, there are one or a few 
conceptss which I shall refer to as Critical To Quality (CTQ). The CTQ is the characteris-
ticc whose improvement is the subject of the quality improvement project, in the sense 
thatt the problem that forms the subject of the project can be translated into this form: 
onee or a few CTQs do not meet their requirements. Although the thesis is mainly 
writtenn from the viewpoint that CTQs are variables, CTQs can very well be events. 
Often,, a distinction is made between external and internal CTQs. External CTQs are 
productt characteristics as they are experienced by customers. Their definition, as well 
ass their specifications, are usually vaguely stated. External CTQs are associated with 
internall  CTQs, or simply Ys, which have a meaning within the production process. 
Havingg established the relation between an external CTQ and one or more internal 
CTQss the inquirer sets off to improve the behaviour of the internal CTQ, which would 
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thenn imply an improvement of the external CTQ's performance. The internal CTQ 
shouldd be defined operationally, a fact which was often stressed by Shewhart (e.g., 
1939,, p. 134) and Deming (1986, ch. 9). 
Thee inquirer is interested in finding relations between the CTQs and influence factors, or 
Xs.Xs. An influence factor is a characteristic whose value affects the probabilistic proper-
tiess of a CTQ. Consistent with the notion of explanation that was discussed in chapter 
1,, this means that a factor X is an influence factor for a CTQ Y if: 

1.. X is statistically relevant for Y: 

FY\X=FY\X=XIXI  / FY\X=X2I  (2-1) 

forr at least one pair of relevant values x\, xi- FY\x=x is the distribution function 
off  Y conditional on the event that X has value x. If Y is an event instead of a 
variable,, (2.1) should be read P(Y\X = xx)  ̂ P(Y\X = x2). Likewise, if X is an 
event,, then the condition becomes FY\x  ̂ ^V|not x>or F{Y\X) =£ F(F|not X). 

2.. The relation between X and Y is one of cause and effect. This means that the 
processs connecting the events X — x and Y = y is a causal process: it is capable of 
propagatingg a modification in X in the form of an altered probabilistic influence 
tor. . 

Influencee factors wil l mostly be factors in the production process, but — depending 
onn the CTQ in question — this is certainly not a restriction. In particular, factors in the 
usee of a product can be interesting influence factors. Sometimes, relations among Xs 
mutuallyy and relations among CTQs mutually play a role. 
Thee typical form of the explanatory network in quality improvement projects can be 
representedd as in figure 2.1. The visualisation was inspired by such figures as in Losee 
(2001,, p. 122 and p. 171) and Kerlinger and Lee (2000, p. 45). The upper plane 
representss the explanatory network. It consists of CTQs and influence factors and 
relationss among them. The lower plane represents the realm of observations. Internal 
CTQss and influence factors are associated with measurements by means of operational 
definitions. . 
Note:: in scientific research it is important to specify the population for which the ex-
planatoryy relations hold. The units of the population in quality improvement projects 
aree usually products, batches, or any other entity of which the CTQ is a property. 
Thee population consisting of all units can be specified by describing the process that 
generatess these units. It is important to distinguish the process's system from its param-
eters.eters. The specification of the population is based on the system, whereas the parame-
terss could function as influence factors in the explanatory network. The distinction be-
tweenn the system and its parameters is often arbitrary to some extent and may change 
duringg the project. For example: the explanatory network is typically not supposed 
too hold across different factories or for other machinery than that used, so these are 
takenn as part of the system. But the influence of components of an assembly line or 
off  working procedures could very well be investigated, in which case they are seen as 
parameterss for which optimal settings are to be found. The decision which elements 
off  the process belong to the system, and which are seen as parameters whose effect 
cann be studied, is usually made at some time during the project. For this reason, the 
finall  specification of the process for which the found explanatory relations hold can 
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Figuree 2.1 The typical form of explanatory networks in quality improvement projects. 

frequentlyy only be given at the end of the project. This specification is important when 
thee quality control system for the process is updated to incorporate the changes that 
weree made as the result of the quality improvement project. 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
Thee CTQ in the helicopter example (section 1.6.1) is the flight time. The importance of 
definingg this concept operationally is evident: unless circumstances such as the height 
att which the helicopters are released are specified, flight time values are meaningless. 
II  define the measurement procedure as follows. The wings of a helicopter are held 
againstt the ceiling, which is at 3.0 metres above the floor. One person counts down 
too zero. On zero, the helicopter is released, and another person starts a stopwatch. 
Whenn the helicopter hits the ground the stopwatch is stopped. The lapsed time in 
hundredthss of seconds as indicated by the stopwatch is taken to be the flight time. 

Ann interesting question is whether the unit is a helicopter or a flight. In the first case 
thee population considered is that of all paper helicopters and the CTQ is a helicopter's 
meann flight time (and possibly the spread of its flight times). In the second case the 
populationn is that of all flights of all helicopters and the CTQ is the duration of a 
singlee flight. Both alternatives are sensible. Suppose we make four flights with each of 
tenn helicopters. Considering helicopters as units, our measurements are modelled as 
j / i , . . . ,, j/iO, where each yt is the mean of the four flight time measurements on a single 
helicopter.. Taking flights as units, we have a stratified sample t/y, i = 1, . . ., 10 and 
jj  = l , . . . , 4. 

Influencee factors could be factors such as the wing length, the sort of paper that is used, 
orr the care with which the helicopter is folded. The explanatory network consists of 
thee modelled relations between these influence factors and the flight time. 
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2.1.22 Elements for the methodological framework 

II  propose to add the following elements to the methodological framework for quality 
improvementt projects: 

C1:: The concepts CTQ and influence factor. 
R2:: The methodological rule that CTQs and influence factors should be defined op-

erationally. . 

2.22 Phases in empirical inquiry 

Actionss in empirical inquiry can be grouped in a number of phases. The identification 
off  these phases serves two purposes: 

1.. As concepts these phases serve to group related activities. 
2.. As a heuristic these phases and their proposed order guide activities in improve-

mentt projects. 

Ass a basis for the discussion I take Dewey's (1910, ch. VI) much cited 'analysis of 
aa complete act of thought'. Dewey presents this analysis when discussing reflective 
thinking.. Reflective thinking always involves a leap beyond what is surely known 
(viz.,, the empirical observations that we make) to something else accepted on its war-
rantt (a hypothesis). Since this leap is exposed to error, a regulation is needed, which 
primarilyy means that we have to try, to test hypotheses. For Dewey, "science is the 
samee operations [as reflective thinking] carefully performed" (ibid., p. 84). Dewey 
discernss five steps in empirical inquiry: 

1.. The occurrence of a difficulty. The problem manifests itself as a vague, indetermi-
natee awareness of a difficulty. 

2.. Definition of the difficulty. The problematic situation is clarified by definition, ob-
servationn and the classification of facts. Dewey stresses the importance of this 
stepp for scientific thinking: 

(..)) diagnosis (..) is required in every novel and complicated situation 
too prevent rushing to a conclusion. The essence of critical thinking is 
suspendedd judgment; and the essence of this suspense is inquiry to 
determinee the nature of the problem before proceeding to attempts at 
itss solution. This, more than any other thing, transforms mere inference 
intoo tested inference, suggested conclusions into proof (ibid., p. 74). 

3.. Occurrence of a suggested explanation or possible solution ('hypothesis', 'conjecture', 
'theory').. The thinking in this step is adventurous and speculative. Dewey em-
phasisess the importance of the cultivation of a variety of alternative hypotheses. 

4.. The rational elaboration of an idea. By deductive reasoning1 verifiable and testable 
consequencess are derived from the hypothesis. The implications of the hypoth-
esiss are considered and their mutual consistency, as well as their consistency in 

11 Reasoning is named deductive if it goes from the universal to the particular, especially by a process 
off  logical derivations. Given that the premises are true, it is logically necessary that the conclusion is 
truee as well. The classical example is this: from the universal statement "all humans are mortal" and 
thee particular statement "Socrates is a human", we can deduce "Socrates is mortal". Hypotheses are in 
thee form of universal laws. In this form they cannot be tested. We have to deduce implications from 
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connectionn with other knowledge, are verified. Moreover, it is assessed whether 
thee hypothesis, supposing it were true, is of any use. (These points are formu-
latedd more rigorously by Popper, 1959, p. 32). 

5.. Corroboration of an idea and formation of a concluding belief. The derived conse-
quencess of the hypothesis are tested to empirical evidence. From the results a 
conclusionn is drawn, which could imply an acceptance or a rejection of the hy-
pothesis. . 

Inn steps 3 and 4 we see creative and critical thinking alternate. Remarks on the iterative 
naturee of the procedure are made later in this chapter. 

Thee core of the method — the alternation of creative and critical thinking — can be 
traced22 to Aristotle. In the 13th century Roger Bacon and his instructor Robert Gros-
setestee added experimental testing of hypotheses as a third stage. John Herschel (1792-
1871)) introduced in the philosophy of science the distinction between the context of 
discoverydiscovery (formulation of hypotheses) and the context of justification (corroboration or 
refutationn of hypotheses). He insisted that the method which is employed in the con-
textt of discovery for the formulation of a hypothesis — be it a meticulous application 
off  inductive schemata, or a wild guess — is irrelevant to the question of the hypothe-
sisee acceptability. This approach to inquiry — a free invention of hypotheses followed 
byy deduction and testing — has come to be known as the 'hypothetico-deductive' 
method. . 
Itss rival in the history of science has been inductive generalisation (or: enumerative 
induction),, in which knowledge is derived from observations by classification and 
generalisation.. John Stuart Mil l (1806-73) argued that scientific laws are justified if 
theyy are derived from inductive schemata. Mil l presented four such schemata: the 
methodss of agreement, difference, concomitant variations and residues. 
Althoughh both methods are types of inductive inference (see Maher, 1998), they repre-
sentt different views on inquiry. A crucial difference is the role played by hypotheses. 

oo Discovery: in inductive generalisation hypotheses are derived from observations, 
whereass the hypothetico-deductive method is indifferent regarding the way in 
whichh hypotheses are raised. 

oo Justification: in inductive generalisation hypotheses are justified by the way they 
aree derived from data (for instance, by assigning to them some degree of credibil-
ity).. The hypothetico-deductive method on the other hand evaluates hypotheses 
byy experimentally testing their consequences. Hypotheses are accepted not by 
assigningg a measure of probability to them, but as being provisionally true after 
theyy have passed severe tests. Strong emphasis is given to learning from false 
hypotheses. . 

Ann important problem with inductive generalisation is clearly stated by Cohen (1997): 

themm which are particular enough to associate them with specific observations. 
Whenn thinking proceeds from particular to universal statements it is called inductive. Given that the 
premisess are true, it is not necessary (but at most probable) that the conclusion is true. The following 
argumentationn may serve as an example: "Swan 1 is white, swan 2 is white,..., swan n is white; there-
fore,, all swans are white." This example also illustrates that the induction principle is not a logically 
validd way of reasoning: black swans do exist. 

2Thee historical overview in this and the next paragraph is based on Losee (2001). 
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Theree is (..) no genuine progress in scientific insight through the Baconian 
[i.e.,, Francis Bacon] method of accumulating empirical facts without hy-
pothesess or anticipation of nature. Without some guiding idea we do not 
knoww what facts to gather (..) we cannot determine what is relevant and 
whatt is irrelevant. 

Inn other words: hypotheses direct inquiry. Other drawbacks of inductive generalisa-
tion: : 

oo In providing a justification of laws, inductive generalisation is logically flawed 
(Losee,, 2001, p. 134, or Popper, 1959, p. 37). 

oo Inductive methods have a tendency to disregard refuting evidence. 
oo Not restricting discovery to generalisation from observations, the hypothetico-

deductivee method licenses conclusions that can never be reached by inductive 
generalisationn (Maher, 1998). For example, the atomic theory of matter could 
havee been reached by inductive generalisation only if scientists had observed 
instancess of matter composed of atoms, something which had not been done in 
thee time when this theory was formulated. 

oo If the justification of hypotheses consists of their derivation from observations, 
inquirerss are bound to formulate cautious hypotheses (Popper, 1959). 

oo Inductive generalisation makes an adequate data collection (in particular: by 
meanss of a designed experiment) difficult, because this would require that the 
inquirerr stated in advance the hypotheses he is considering (Hempel, 1966, pp. 
12-13). . 

oo Inductive generalisation does not account for the role played by imagination, 
chancee and intuition in the invention of hypotheses (Beveridge, 1953). 

oo Inductive generalisation does not account for the role that theory plays in making 
andd interpreting observations. For example: whales were first categorised as fish, 
laterr as mammals, on the basis of similar observations. 

Ass a consequence of these problems, by the 1960s the method of inductive general-
isationn had not many advocates. Also the hypothetico-deductive method, however, 
forr example in the variant formulated by Popper (1959), has a number of logical prob-
lems,, as was observed by Duhem, Kuhn and others (see Mayo, 1996, pp. 2-3). These 
problemss have led a group of philosophers of science to formulate again an inductive 
accountt of science in the form of Bayesian inference. It is seriously doubted whether 
thiss attempt is successful in solving the problems in question (Chalmers, 1999, ch. 12, 
orr Mayo, 1996, ch. 4). Moreover, Bayesian methods are not particularly popular in the 
praxiss of science (or quality improvement, for that matter), while Bayesian inference 
iss simply irreconcilable to actual scientific disputes (see Mayo, 1996, ch. 3). For these 
reasonss the Bayesian inductive approach is not considered in this thesis. 
Acknowledgingg that logic cannot provide a complete account, Mayo (1996) and other 
'Neww Experimentalists' appeal to an experimental framework and corresponding ex-
perimentall  strategies to provide answers to persisting problems in the philosophy of 
science.. These experimental methods (for example, the Neyman-Pearson approach to 
hypothesiss testing) are already well-known in standard experimental practice. Mayo 
showss how they can provide the basis for an epistemological framework. 
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Itt should be noted that it is too bold to state that all inductive inferences follow the 
hypothetico-deductivee pattern. Especially estimation procedures do not follow this 
pattern,, but follow statistical inductive generalisation. Also, some inductive proce-
duress for the identification of causes allow an argument demonstrating the inference's 
reliability3,, and thus further deductive testing is not required in these cases. By ad-
vocatingg the hypothetico-deductive method I want to emphasise that for the identi-
ficationn of causes — the most important part of inquiry — the flexible hypothetico-
deductivee pattern is a good starting point and in general it is good advice to test 
hypothesess using new observations. Especially, inquirers should not feel limited to 
statingg hypotheses which are warranted by observations. 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
Fromm a common sense understanding of physics an inquirer suspects that the weight 
off  the paper helicopters (see section 1.6.1) affects their flight time. From this hypothesis 
hee could deduce a number of consequences, for example: 

oo Helicopters made out of thick paper should have a different flight time than 
helicopterss made out of thinner paper. 

oo Helicopters with a paper clip attached to their body should have a different flight 
timee than helicopters without a paper clip. 

Thesee deduced consequences are basic enough to be tested. If the predicted conse-
quencess are contradicted by the results of the experiments, the hypothesis in its current 
formm cannot be maintained. If the experiments confirm the predicted consequences, 
thee inquirer could infer that the helicopter's weight is an influence factor. 
Ann approach based on inductive generalisation would consist of making observations 
off  different helicopters and their flight times. When differences in flight times co-
incidee with variation in certain factors — for example: the sort of paper of which 
thee helicopters are made — the inquirer could induce that these are influence factors. 
Somee of the drawbacks of this approach are illustrated. If — coincidentally — only 
onee sort of paper is used, the inquirer cannot identify this influence factor without his 
approachh becoming hypothetico-deductive. Moreover, the fact thatt in the hypothetico-
deductivee approach the inquirer formulates his hypothesis before he makes his obser-
vationss allows him to set-up a good experiment. Consequently, his observations are 
betterr suited to justify an inference than the observations of the inquirer following 
inductivee generalisation. 

2.2.11 Alternative forms of the scientific method in literature 

Beforee applying Dewey's procedure to quality improvement, it could be useful and 
illustrativee to test the account developed so far against procedures which can be found 

3Consider,, for instance, the case where the police tracks down a criminal by comparing the finger-
printss found on the scene of a crime with a database. In general, the inference that the person with 
matchingg fingerprints has in fact committed the crime can be demonstrated to be reliable by arguing 
thatt the probability of this match being accidental is very small. No further testing is then required. 
Onn the other hand, even in cases as this judges might require further hypothetico-deductive testing. For 
example:: from the suspect's hypothesised guilt i t follows that he cannot have been somewhere else on 
thee time of the crime. An alibi could therefore refute the hypothesised guilt. 
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inn the methodological literature of those disciplines where empirical inquiry following 
scientificc method is applied. 
Thee application of the hypothetico-deductive method in the natural sciences is dis-
cussedd in, for instance, Hempel (1966). Hempel describes the basic pattern as 'inven-
tion'' and 'test', and stresses that "scientific hypotheses and theories are not derived 
fromm observed facts, but invented in order to account for them." (ibid., p. 15). 
Empiricall  inquiry is generally applied in the behavioral sciences. Kerlinger and Lee 
(2000)) adopt Dewey's steps. De Groot (1961) poses an 'empirical cycle' in reflective 
thinking:: observe — suspect —*  expect — test — evaluate. Applying this cycle to 
scientificc thinking, De Groot defines the 'empirical cycle in science' to be: 

1.. Observation (collection and categorisation of empirical evidence); 

2.. Induction (formulation of hypotheses); 

3.. Deduction (derivation of specific consequences from hypotheses, especially test-
ablee predictions); 

4.. Testing (confrontation of predictions with empirical evidence); 

5.. Evaluation (of the hypotheses, which may lead to new hypotheses). 

Here,, Dewey's steps 1 and 2 (awareness and definition of the problem) seem to be 
narrowedd to 'observation', and the formation of hypotheses to 'induction'. De Groot 
andd others put these limitations in perspective and this is an important point: 

oo Inquiry wil l hardly ever start from random observations. An inquirer 'knows 
wheree to look', i.e., has a specific problem in mind when making his observa-
tions.. An inquirer following scientific method has, moreover, made the problem 
moree specific before he thinks about solutions. Inquiry starts from a problem, 
nott from observations (perhaps with the exception of those seldom discoveries 
thatt are attributed to 'serendipity'). 

oo The formation of hypotheses is creative and cannot be restricted to inductive 
generalisationn or other procedures. Hypotheses could, for example, just as well 
bee derived from theoretical knowledge by deductive reasoning. Beveridge (1953, 
pp.. 136-137) concludes from a thorough study of scientific discoveries in biology 
andd physics that inductive reasoning — and indeed reasoning in general — is of 
limitedd use for the invention of hypotheses, and quotes from Einstein: "We now 
realisee with special clarity, how much in error are those theorists [= so many in-
vestigatorss of the nineteenth century] who believe that theory comes inductively 
fromm experience." Instead, Beveridge discusses the role that chance, imagination 
andd intuition play. Another lucid description of the invention of hypotheses in 
physicss and mathematics is Poincaré's famous Science and Hypothesis (1905). 

InIn the statistical sciences, Box has proposed his famous sawtooth model (Box, 1976; 
Box,, Hunter and Hunter, 1978; and Box and Liu, 1999). This model — as represented in 
figuree 2.2 — stresses the advance of insight and understanding which results from the 
interactionn between empirical evidence (data, facts, phenomena) on the one hand, and 
theoryy (hypotheses, conjectures, models) on the other. Box stresses the importance of 
thee complementary roles of creative thinking (to which induction belongs) and critical 
thinkingg (deduction). The remarks made while discussing De Groot's cycle apply to 
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Hypothesiss (conjecture, model, theory) 

Dataa (facts, phenomena) 

Figuree 2.2 Box's sawtooth model for iterative learning (after Box, Hunter and Hunter, 1978, p. 
2). . 

Box'ss model as well: observation is not the first step in inquiry, and it is too restrictive 
too limi t the identification of hypotheses to inductive generalisation. 
Creativee thinking and critical thinking are at the core of Tukey's (1977) distinction 
betweenn exploratory and confirmatory data analysis4. During the latter an inquirer 
aimss to make a decision upon the acceptability of specific hypotheses. The procedures 
thatt are involved are formal and exact. Tukey uses as a metaphor the work of a judge, 
whoo has to assess critically whether the given evidence in favour of a suspected crime 
iss strong enough to accept the accusation. 
Ann exploratory data analysis, on the other hand, can be compared to the work of a 
detective.. Exploiting fairly informal techniques, its aim is to find clues about the main 
statisticall  features of the data. The functionality of an exploratory study is to raise 
hypotheses,, rather than to decide upon them (compare Herschel's context of discovery 
andd context of justification). 
Industriall  statisticians often refer to the PDCA-cycle, or Shewhart/Deming wheel (Joi-
ner,, 1994, pp. 44-51). PDCA is an acronym for: 

1.. Plan (given a conjectured solution, plan how to carry it out); 
2.. Do (carry out the solution according to the plan); 
3.. Check (evaluate the results); 
4.. Act (and act accordingly). 

Somee variants of this procedure can be found in Deming (1986, 1994). The PDCA-
cyclee follows the hypothetico-deductive pattern of putting hypotheses to the test and 
learningg from the results, but in its highly simplified form gives not much guidance. 

2.2.22 Phases in statistical improvement strategies 

Translatingg the hypothetico-deductive procedure to the context of quality improve-
ment,, I propose to discern five steps in quality improvement projects that follow statis-
ticall  method. The core is formed by an exploratory phase in which potential influence 

4Exploratoryy and confirmatory data analysis are not explicitly presented as two different stages in 
inquiry,, but rather as different manners of data analysis. Lehmann (1988) brings them in relation with 
ourr account. 
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factorss are identified, a confirmatory phase in which the effects of these factors are 
tested,, and a concluding phase in which the results of the tests are exploited to arrive 
att improvements. Two more phases are required, one before the exploratory phase 
inn which the problem under study is operationalised, and one after the exploratory 
phasee in which the identified potential influence factors are operationalised. Dewey's 
proceduree therefore is put in the following form: 

1.. Operationalisation 

2.. Exploration 

3.. Elaboration 

4.. Confirmation 

5.. Conclusion. 

Thee proposed procedure assumes that a problem — however vaguely stated — is se-
lectedd in advance, usually in the form of an external CTQ. The sequence of five phases 
shouldd not be taken as a methodological rule, but rather as a heuristic. It is flexible 
enoughh to allow inferences that do not follow the hypothetico-deductive pattern but 
cann be warranted in other ways (this is explained in section 2.2.6). The discussion of 
thee phases below is used to state additional heuristics and methodological rules. 

2.2.33 Operationalisation 

Thee situation is diagnosed in order to localise the problem, assess its magnitude and 
makee it operational. I enumerate a number of methodological rules, describing when 
aa problem is considered to be defined operationally. 

1.. The CTQ is defined operationally. This means that the CTQ is associated with 
aa specific measurement procedure. In the measurement procedure the gauge 
iss specified and the procedure by which it is operated. Also, the sampling fre-
quencyy and method are specified. The validity and reliability of the thus defined 
measurementt procedure should be verified and when necessary improved. The 
relationshipp between the defined CTQ and the problem (external CTQ) is estab-
lished. . 

2.. The demands on the CTQ are defined operationally. Demands can be stated in a 
numberr of forms, such as a nominal value, an upper and/or a lower specification 
limit ,, or the demand that the CTQ should be as large or as small as possible. 

3.. By measuring the CTQ for a given time in which the process is operated in the 
usuall  fashion, the inquirer can assess the magnitude of the problem. This can 
takee the form of a percentage of defective products, or the form of a process 
capabilityy index. 

4.. The inquirer can now diagnose the problem by stating how the probability dis-
tributionn of the CTQ should be altered in order to be satisfactory ("when is the 
problemm accepted to be solved?"). Usually this is done by specifying desired 
changess for the mean of the CTQ, its short-term variation and its long-term vari-
ation. . 
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Inn order that the inquirer can define his CTQ adequately it is probably necessary that 
hee describes the relevant processes, for example in the form of a flow chart. Further-
more,, the inquirer should judge whether an empirical approach is suitable for the 
problem.. (Methodological) conditions that reduce the suitability of an empirical ap-
proachh include: 

oo The relations between influence factors and CTQs are not constant (cf. the on-
tologicall  assumption underlying empirical research stated in section 1.3). Note 
thatt this condition is not equivalent with a lack of statistical control. Statistical 
controll  implies that the behaviour of a CTQ is predictable. Constancy of relations 
impliess that it should be possible to make the behaviour of a CTQ predictable (by 
discoveringg influence factors) — and indeed, making the behaviour of a CTQ 
predictablee is in fact what an improvement project does. The condition occurs 
forr example when a process is frequently drastically modified. 

oo Measurements are difficult to obtain. In view of the requirement that conjectures 
shouldd be tested to empirical evidence this is a critical point. The condition oc-
curss if measurements are expensive, take a long time, or if it is problematic to 
findd a satisfactory operational definition for a CTQ. 

oo There are severe limitations to experimentation. Although it could be possible 
too establish explanatory relations in the process using observational data alone, 
experimentationn is the cornerstone of empirical investigation and restrictions on 
thiss point severely limi t the suitability of an empirical approach. The condition 
occurss mainly if it is too expensive to affect production or if experimentation 
endangerss safety. 

2.2.44 Exploration 

Possiblee relations between the CTQs and influence factors are identified. In order to 
identifyy influence factors the inquirer collects material, for example: 

1.. Empirical investigation (reasoning from observations). The inquirer makes mea-
surementss and studies these in order to find patterns. 

2.. Qualitative investigation (reasoning from convictions). People who work with 
thee process (operators, engineers, researchers) wil l have many convictions and 
conjecturess about the process. Some of these conjectures may have been sub-
jectedd to serious study, but many have not. Structuring these conjectures, the 
inquirerr identifies possible influence factors. 

3.. Literature investigation (reasoning from accepted knowledge). The literature on 
engineering,, physics, electronics, chemistry, et cetera provides principles that, 
whenn applied to the process under study, could suggest certain relations. 

Thesee three complement and reinforce each other. Qualitative and literature investiga-
tionn can, for instance, guide empirical investigation, suggesting which data to collect 
andd how to categorise them, whereas empirical investigation can be an inspiration for 
qualitativee investigation. 
Byy its creative nature, it is not possible to give detailed procedures for the work in this 
phase.. Discovery is problem-solving behaviour (cf. Nickles, 1998), involving a search 
throughh spaces of possible solutions. Heuristical procedures have been found which 
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makee such searches more efficient. More research is needed to find heuristics that are 
effectivee in the context of quality improvement. The heuristics given below give a first 
onset. . 

Zooming-inn strategy 
Thee idea is to rule out entire groups or classes of potential influence factors. This is 
possiblee by identifying characteristic behaviour (such as a certain type of variation) of 
thee influence factor one is searching for, and eliminating all groups of possible causes 
thatt do not show this behaviour. From R. Shainin (1993): "The key is to be detectives 
inn the tradition of Sherlockk Holmes. We need to generate clues and follow leads to find 
thee Red X. Along the way we eliminate all those variables that do not match the clues." 
Ann example is the use of the multi-vari chart to identify whether important sources of 
variationn are to be found within products, between products or as related to time (see 
chapterr 4). Another example is the approach that is often followed for debugging a 
computerr program: adding print commandos to the program, the programmer finds 
outt in which part of the program a bug should be sought. 

Thinkingg in standard categories 
Ass a heuristic for finding arguments Aristotle offered ten categories in which to find 
possiblee predicates (Essence, Quantity Quality, Relation, Place, Time, Position, State, 
Activit yy and Passivity). Offering standard categories does not serve the purpose of 
categorisingg influence factors, but guides a systematic search for them. Standard cat-
egoriess in quality improvement are for example: Man, Machine, Method, Measure-
ment,, Material, Mother Nature (or: environment, but this word does not start with an 
M)) (cf. Batson, 1994). Also, the approach to systematise a search by following the steps 
inn a process flow could be seen in this light, with process steps forming the categories 
inn which influence factors are sought. 

Classificationn and transformation of data 
Thee techniques of exploratory data analysis (Hoaglin, Mosteller and Tukey, 1983) serve 
too provide varying displays of data, which might show the effects of influence factors. 
Thee pioneering work in this area was done by Shewhart, and the concept of assignable 
causess of variation (see the appendix in chapter 1) plays a crucial role. The basic idea 
iss that "our clue to the existence of assignable causes is anything that indicates non-
randomness""  (Shewhart, 1939, p. 26). To detect nonrandomness, the order in which 
observationss were collected is a vital clue (ibid., p. 31). For this reason, graphical 
displayss such as control charts (see chapter 5 of this thesis) and the multi-vari chart 
(chapterr 4) are effective. An important point is that the specification which patterns 
aree attributed to a random operation and which to a nonrandom operation is based 
onn experience, and not so much on probability theory (ibid., pp. 15-16, and also p. 
26).. When an inquirer collects the successive measurements 1.42891,1.42892,1.42892, 
1.42894,, 1.42894, 1.42895, 1.42895, 1.42896, 1.42900, he would suspect that the under-
lyingg process is not completely random, and he would initiate an investigation to dis-
coverr the cause. But the given order is as likely as, for example, 1.42900, 1.42894, 
1.42896,1.42892,1.42895,1.42891,1.42892,1.42894,1.428955 (in the sense that choosing 
randomlyy a sequence from all 9! enumerations of these numbers, the probability of 
drawingg either of the given sequences is 1/9!). Shewhart stresses that an inquirer as-
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sociatess the first sequence with nonrandomness because of his experience. I would like 
too add that probably the principle of parsimony plays a role as well. 

Thinkingg in analogies 
Originalityy often consists in finding connections or analogies between two or more 
problemss not previously shown to have any bearing on each other. Influence factors 
thatt appeared to play a role in comparable problems could be translated to the problem 
att hand. 

Chance,, imagination and intuition 
Thesee factors unavoidably play an important role in discovery, as is described in de-
taill  by Beveridge (1951). There is evidence that the subconscious mind combines as-
sociationss until a possibly significant combination is found, which is presented to the 
consciouss mind as a sudden flash of enlightenment. Beveridge (ibid., p. 76) discusses 
howw this process can be stimulated: 

oo Prolonged contemplation of the problem and the data until the mind is saturated 
withh it. 

oo Freedom from other problems or interests competing for attention. 
oo Freedom from interruption or even fear of interruption. 
oo A period of apparent idleness and temporary abandonment of the problem fol-

lowingg periods of intensive work. 
oo Contact with other minds: discussion, presentation of ideas, literature study. 
oo The habit of carrying pencil and paper and noting down original ideas as they 

flashh into the mind. 

Concerningg imagination Beveridge discusses such factors as having a great store of 
contextt knowledge, the stimulating effect of visualisation, curiosity, and the danger of 
thinkingg becoming conditioned. 
Notee that, although it appears that good advice can be given to the inquirer to make 
moree efficient use of chance, imagination and intuition, I doubt whether this should 
bee part of a methodological framework. 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
InIn order to identify potential influence factors for the flight time of paper helicopters 
ann inquirer could hold a brainstorming session. The brainstorming session could be 
systematisedd by seeking for influence factors in the standard categories Man, Machine, 
Material,, Method, Measurement and Environment. A clear visualisation of these cat-
egoriess is provided by a fishbone diagram — an example is given in figure 2.3. Some 
off  the factors in the figure, such as cutting out the helicopter, are in a vague form. In a 
laterr stage elaboration is required to determine which aspect of the cutting of the heli-
copterss (its precision and care?) is relevant and how it can be measured. Some of the 
factorss could be classified under more than one category, whereas other factors seem 
too have some overlap. In this stage of an improvement project these matters are of less 
importancee than creativity and completeness. 
Brainstormingg makes use of convictions that the involved persons have. Alternatively, 
thee inquirer could study the literature on aerodynamics to find influence factors, or he 
couldd study data. I encountered an example of the latter in one of the courses that I 
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Figuree 2.3 Fishbone diagram systematising the search for influence factors in the helicopter 
example. . 

gave.. During this course my students had collected measurements of flight times. The 
helicopterr had a slightly different design: under its wings it had 2 centimetre strips of 
tape.. Comparing the results of the two groups of students, we noticed that the flight 
timess measured by one group were consistently higher than those of the other group. 
AA closer study learned that the group that collected the longer flight times had pasted 
thee strips of tape on the tip of the wings. The other group had pasted the tape on the 
otherr end of the wing (and half on the body). Thus, the data showed evidence of an 
assignablee cause, and the subsequent investigation led to the hypothesis that a small 
weightt attached to the tips of the wings influences flight time. 

2.2.55 Elaboration 

Thee implications of the conjectured relations are considered. 

oo Unpromising (i.e., very implausible, or not offering the prospect of being of any 
use)) relations are eliminated. 

oo Promising relations are ordered in an explanatory network. This network in turn 
guidess the search for other influence factors. The explanatory network could take 
thee form of a 'process matrix' (see Schippers, 1999). This is a matrix structure, 
havingg influence factors in its rows and the CTQs in its columns. Marks in the 
matrixx indicate conjectured relations between influence factors and CTQs. 

oo Possible influence factors are made more specific. For example: batches of raw 
materialsmaterials could be identified as a possible influence factor. Reasoning is needed 
too make this influence factor more specific, for example by specifying character-
isticss of raw materials as influence factors. 
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oo It is studied how the possible influence of factors can be tested. For example, 
weightweight could be identified as a possible influence factor for the flight time of paper 
helicopters.. This hypothesis cannot be tested in this form: we should deduce 
testablee consequences. We could deduce, for example, that flight times should be 
differentt if we used heavier paper, or if we attached paper clips to the helicopter. 
Thesee consequences are basic enough to enable being tested. 

oo If the list of possible influence factors is large, the tests to be conducted are priori-
tised,, based on assessment or experiences from the Exploration phase or earlier 
tests. . 

oo Additional hypotheses are formulated concerning the form of the relation be-
tweenn an influence factor and the CTQ, for example: what is the form of the 
relationn (e.g., linear, quadratic)? What is the range of interest of the influence 
factor? ? 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
II  elaborate some of the potential influence factors of figure 2.3. Height of the ceiling is 
droppedd as potential influence factor, because it is already incorporated in the opera-
tionall  definition of flight time (see section 2.1). Thickness of paper and firmness of paper 
aree combined in a single factor, namely the weight in grammes per square metre of 
thee paper. In my office two different types are at hand: 80 g/m2 and 160 g/m2, so the 
factorr wil l be tested using these two types of papers. Length of the wings wil l be tested 
onn two levels: 8 cm. and 12 cm. 

2.2.66 Confirmation 

Thee conjectured relations between influence factors and CTQs are tested, preferably 
usingg experimental data. Insignificant relations and influence factors are discarded, 
whereass the effects of important influence factors on the CTQs are modelled. 
Iff  it is not possible to use experimental data, the inquirer can perform tests and mod-
ellingg procedures on observational data5. However, an observational data collection 
showss correlation, rather than causation, and additional argumentation is required to 
licensee inferences about causality (cf. Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines, 1993). For this 
reasonn experimental data are to be preferred where feasible. 
Itt is not always necessary to conduct a test before accepting a hypothesised influence 
factor:: the evidence found in the Exploration phase could be sufficient to warrant a 
conclusion,, namely if this evidence constitutes a severe test for the hypothesis. This 
situationn is specified by the following rule: 

Evidencee E provides a severe test of (or: counts as good evidence for) a 
hypothesiss H if the probability is very low that the procedure by which E 
wass found would yield so good a fit for H as does E, if in fact H is false. 

(cf.. Mayo, 1996, p. 180). This definition is closely related to the Neyman-Pearson 
approachh to hypothesis testing, and especially the significance level and the p-value 

33 An observational study has the same objective as an experiment, namely to study causal effects of 
certainn factors. The difference with experimentation is that the inquirer cannot manipulate the factors 
whosee effects he studies. Observational studies differ from exploratory studies mainly in their objective. 
Seee Cochran (1983). 
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aree closely related to severity (where a rejection of the null-hypothesis because the p-
valuee is smaller than the significance level indicates that the alternative hypothesis has 
passedd a severe test). 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
Thee severity concept is illustrated by considering an experiment in which an inquirer 
testss whether a paper clip attached to the helicopter's body has an effect on the flight 
time.. The hypotheses the inquirer considers could be written down in symbols: 

H$H$ : \xw — Ho 

HAHA  V>w 7^ Ho-, 

withh fiw the mean flight time of helicopters with a paper clip, and fi0 the mean flight 
timee of helicopters without a paper clip. Suppose the inquirer has recorded n flight 
timess of helicopters with, and n of helicopters without paper clip. Suppose moreover 
thatt he has specified the significance level of his test a sa = 0.05. Assuming a normal 
distributionn for flight time, the inquirer could compute a p-value using the two-sample 
t-test.. Suppose that he found a p-value of 0.02. Then, the hypothesis HA (/AU ¥" Ho) has 
passedd a severe test, because, if in fact H0 were true, the probability would be very low 
thatt the experiment would have resulted in so large a value for the t statistic. 
If,, however, the p-value is 0.5 (say), then the inquirer cannot infer that H0 is true. This 
doess not mean that the data license no conclusion at all. Let [L, U]  be a 95% confidence 
intervall  on \xw — \x0 and let H\ be the hypothesis that L < /J.W — \x0 < U, then Hi has 
passedd a severe test (or: we have good evidence that the effect of a paper clip is in 
betweenn L and U) (see Mayo, 1996, pp. 196-198). If U and L are sufficiently close to 
zeroo to make the influence practically irrelevant the inquirer can remove the potential 
influencee factor from his list. 
Mayoo (1996) gives a thorough treatment of the concept of severity and shows how it 
formss the rationale behind statistical procedures such as hypothesis testing and con-
fidencee interval estimation, and methodological advice such as the importance given 
too novel evidence and to predesignation of hypotheses, sample size, significance level, 
andd all other aspects of tests. 

Thee severity concept is useful in judging whether evidence found in the Exploration 
phasee is decisive enough to make further testing superfluous. Frequently, the sever-
ityy criterion is applied in an informal manner. I repeat an example that was given 
earlier,, in which a police investigator tracks down a murderer by matching the fin-
gerprintss found on the scene of the crime with a database. Upon finding a match, 
thee investigator could pose the hypothesis that the person in question is the murderer. 
Thee hypothetico-deductive method would require further deductive testing of this hy-
pothesis,, but the investigator could argue that, if the suspect had not committed the 
crime,, the probability would have been very low that his fingerprints gave so good a 
matchh (without making this statement precise in the form of a p-value). His hypothesis 
alreadyy has passed a severe test. 
Somee warnings are in place when evidence from the Exploration phase is used to 
supportt a hypothesis: 

oo The computed p-value associated with certain evidence and a certain hypothe-
siss does not necessarily represent the true severity of the test. This is especially 
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thee case when a hypothesis is tested on the basis of the same observations that 
suggestedd it. Suppose6, for example, that twenty sets of differences have been 
examined,, that one difference seems large enough to test and that the p-value 
computedd for this difference is smaller than 0.05. This does not mean that dif-
ferencess as large as the one tested would occur by chance less than 5 percent of 
thee time when the true difference is zero (which would establish the real severity 
off  this test). This is so because the difference tested has been selected from the 
twentyy differences that were examined. If we assume that each difference was 
testedd on an independent sample, then the probability of finding at least one 
significantt difference at the 0.05 level, if the true differences are all zero, equals 
11 (0.95)20 = 0.64 (instead of 0.05). What is wrong here is not the procedure per 
se,, but the fact that the results are treated as though they were obtained from a 
predesignatedd test. Note that if the differences were examined from one and the 
samee data set (which is a more realistic situation) the computation of the actual 
p-levell  would be extremely difficult. 

oo Related with this danger are procedures that could be described as 'hunting for 
hypotheses'.. If an inquirer tries by systematic exploration to get out of the data 
whatt is in them, he wil l surely as well get out of them what is in them by accident 
—— and this cannot be discerned from what is in them systematically. Computed 
p-valuess have not much to do with actual severity in these cases. 

oo Exploratory studies hardly ever have the same degree of control as experiments. 
Forr an experiment the inquirer has an opportunity to select carefully the settings 
off  the factors that he wishes to investigate and he can plan precautions to elim-
inatee the effects of disturbing influences. Data sets that are collected with an 
otherr purpose in mind than testing the hypothesis under study often suffer from 
typicall  problems, such as poor design points for the factors of interest, relevant 
factorss were not measured, or a high correlation among factors. 

2.2.77 Conclusion 

Thee inquirer draws conclusions from the analysed results of the experiment. At least 
threee actions take place: 

1.. The inquirer alters the probability distribution of the CTQ by manipulation of 
thee influence factors. This is elaborated in section 2.5. 

2.. The inquirer assesses whether the stated objectives are met. Many times, a coun-
teractionn to solve a problem is again stated as a hypothesis, which could be tested 
inn the manner described in the Elaboration and Confirmation phases. 

3.. The inquirer designs or modifies the existing system for quality control to reflect 
thee changed situation. 

2.2.88 Elements for the methodological framework 

Thiss section offers the following elements for the methodological framework: 

6Thiss example is taken from Selvin (1970). 
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C2:: The concepts Operationalisation, Exploration, Elaboration, Confirmation and 
Conclusionn to group related activities. 

H2:: The heuristic that the given order of phases is a promising approach. 

R3:: The methodological rules stated in section 2.2.3 that specify when a problem is 
adequatelyy defined. 

H3:: The heuristics provided in section 2.2.4 for the discovery of possible influence 
factors. . 

R4:: The methodological rule that specifies when additional testing in the Confirmation 
phasee is required. 

2.33 The iterative nature of empirical inquiry 

AA feature of the scientific method which is emphasised by various scientists, is its it-
erativee nature. This is embodied in designations as empirical cycle (De Groot) and 
PDCA-cycle.PDCA-cycle. It is implicit in Dewey's procedure: especially steps 3 and 4 wil l be re-
peatedd over and over again. Finally, when the inquirer has enough confidence in a cer-
tainn hypothesis, he goes on to step 5. Step 5 may conclude the study, but wil l usually 
leadd back to step 3. At any point, advancing insight could as well make it necessary to 
returnn to step 2. 
Empiricall  inquiry means learning, and learning means that an inquirer starts out with 
incompletee knowledge and that he has to make assumptions. The inquirer has an 
opportunityy to learn precisely when observations appear to disagree with the expecta-
tionss that are derived from the made assumptions. Thus, the iterative nature of em-
piricall  inquiry follows from the principle that an inquirer learns from his 'mistakes'. 
Boxx and Liu (1999) and Box (2000) distinguish between one-shot testing procedures 
onn the one hand, and iterative learning and discovery on the other. In the latter, the 
inquirerr studies the data that he has collected in order to test a hypothesis not only 
too decide on his hypothesis, but also to decide on the question "so what should we 
doo next?". The differences between the experimental results and the predictions from 
thee hypothesis (residual analysis) provide opportunities to learn and to invent new 
hypotheses. . 
AA similar idea is Popper's model for the growth of knowledge. In Popper's view 
progresss is achieved by a sequence of conjectures and refutations (see Popper, 1963) 
or,, in other words, by 'trial and error'. Popper stresses the importance to make bold 
conjectures,, because it is when audacious conjectures withstand severe tests that our 
insightt makes a major leap forward. Because of its relevance for the praxis of quality 
improvement,, I quote from Popper (1963, p. 231): 

II  can therefore gladly admit that falsificationists like myself much prefer an 
attemptt to solve an interesting problem by a bold conjecture, even (and espe-
cially)cially) if it soon turns out to be false, to any recital of a sequence of irrelevant 
truisms.. We prefer this because we believe that this is the way in which we 
cann learn from our mistakes; and that in finding that our conjecture was 
falsefalse we shall have learnt much about the truth, and shall have got nearer 
too the truth. 
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Popper,, restricting himself to logical considerations, fails to explain how we learn from 
errorr and how we can gain confidence in the truth of a hypothesis. Mayo (1996), consid-
eringg the statistical and technical details of experimentation, elaborates the trial and 
errorr pattern to arrive at constructive criticism: "The key is to erect a genuine account 
off  learning from error — one that is far more aggressive than the Popperian detection 
off  logical inconsistencies. (..) If anomalies are approached with [the] white gloves [of 
logicall  analysis], it is littl e wonder that they seem to tell us only that there is an error 
somewheree and that they are silent about its source. We have to become shrewd in-
quisitorss of errors, interact with them, simulate them (with models and computers), 
amplifyy them: we have to learn to make them talk" (ibid., p. 4). 
Duringg iterations the hypotheses under study are more and more refined. First, the 
hypothesiss wil l concern the existence of a relation between a CTQ and an influence 
factor,, and preliminary hypotheses concerning the form of the relation (e.g., linear, 
quadratic)) and the range of interest of the influence factors, as well as hypotheses con-
cerningg measurement procedures. From the error found while testing, we can refine 
andd adjust these hypotheses. In later iterations the hypotheses concern also the values 
off  the parameters in the function describing the relation between a CTQ and influence 
factors. . 

Helicopterr example (continued) 
Ann elaborated illustration of the iterative nature of experimentation with paper heli-
copterss is given in Box and Liu (1999). In the beginning the inquirers had littl e knowl-
edgee and had to make guesses as to which factors affect flight time, about the nature 
off  their effect, about interesting values, et cetera. The factor wing length, for instance, 
wass initially probed in the range from 3.00 through 4.75 inches. Subsequent exper-
imentationn showed that optimal values were to be found around 5.50 inches. At a 
certainn stage, the inquirers learned that wing area and length to width ratio give better 
characterisationss than the initially selected factors wing length and wing width. 

2.3.11 Elements for the methodological framework 

Thee following element is added to the methodological framework: 

H4:: The heuristic that learning by scientific method is intrinsically iterative, and that, 
ass a consequence, the inquirer should be aware that his definitions and assump-
tionss are tentative. 

2.44 Types of influence factors 

Shewhartt introduced in the context of quality control the concept of an assignable 
causee of variation to characterise two classes of variation patterns (see the discussion 
'Statisticall  control and assignable causes' in the appendix of chapter 1): 

1.. variation which should be responded to (by detecting its cause); 

2.. variation which should not be responded to (because it cannot be attributed to a 
singlee cause but 'emerges from chance'). 
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Thee distinction is vital in quality control — being an on-line operation, in which one 
needss a rule that specifies when to start an investigation and when not. The distinction 
iss less crucial in the context of quality improvement, for two reasons: 

1.. In quality improvement there is no need for a criterion that indicates when a 
searchh for causes is likely to be profitable: when an improvement project is en-
gagedd the assumption that such a search is profitable has already been made. 

2.. An inquirer in quality improvement is interested in influence factors, rather than 
inn causes of variation. For example, many times the settings with which a ma-
chinee runs during manufacturing are important influence factors that the in-
quirerr is interested to discover. However, since machine settings are usually kept 
invariable,, they do not emerge as a variation pattern. 

Thee distinction does play, however, a role in the Exploration phase, namely when 
hypothesess are generated by recognising patterns in data (see section 2.2.4). 
Whatt is required in the context of quality improvement is a distinction between cat-
egoriess of influence factors, instead of Shewhart's distinction between variation pat-
terns.. The criterion for the distinction is the approach in improvement projects that 
differentt types of influence factors require. I propose to discern three categories of 
influencee factors. 

Controll variables 
Thesee are continuous, discrete, or even binary variables which are the inquirer's in-
strumentt to manipulate the CTQ. This implies that it is possible and feasible to set a 
controll  variable to a desired value. Typical examples are: machine settings, working 
method,, recipe, type of lubricant, et cetera. 
Regularly,, control variables do not vary during production. Therefore, it is less likely 
thatt they leave their fingerprint in passively collected data. Hence, the inquirer should 
nott rely on empirical investigation alone to identify them. On the other hand, control 
variabless are typically well-known to the people who work with the process, making 
brainstormingg techniques suited for their discovery. The effect of control variables is 
studiedd by conducting designed experiments. 

Nuisancee variables 
Thesee are continuous, discrete, or binary variables which are sources of unwanted 
variationn that have to be eliminated or compensated for. This does not necessarily 
implyy that an inquirer cannot exert influence on their value. However, especially dur-
ingg production it is either not feasible or unwanted to control this value. Examples 
include:: properties of raw materials, differences among machines and among shifts, 
deviationss from machine settings from their target value, and tool wear. However, 
dependingg on the CTQ in question, also factors during the use of a product can be 
nuisancee variables. Two examples: 

oo Tires perform less on certain types of road surfaces. Type of road surface is a nui-
sancee variable. 

oo Detergents work better or worse according to the carefulness with which the 
prescribedd dosage is followed. Used dosage is a nuisance variable. 
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Thee effect of nuisance variables can sometimes be studied from experiments. Taguchi's 
parameterr design experiments (see Ross, 1988) are an example of this. But often it is 
nott feasible to conduct experiments (due to lack of control of nuisance variables) and 
thee inquirer depends on observational data. Besides the effect of a nuisance variable 
—— the statistical model describing FY\x=-x for relevant values of x — the inquirer is 
oftenn as well interested to know its distribution Fx. 

Notee that many control variables cannot be perfectly controlled: machine settings vary 
aroundd their desired value, and components of a recipe vary from their prescribed 
amount.. In these cases, the target settings are considered control variables, whereas 
thee deviations from the target values are considered a nuisance variable. 

Disturbances s 
Itt was observed by Hinckley and Barkan (1995) that not all causes of nonconformance 
cann be described meaningfully in terms of variation. They acknowledge that some 
causes,, called 'mistakes' by them, are more meaningfully described as events (that 
is,, in terms of probability rather than variation). A mistake is defined by them to be 
thee execution of a prohibited action, or the failure to perform a required action, or 
thee misinterpretation of information essential for the correct execution of an action. I 
usee the word disturbance, rather than mistake, to emphasise that making a mistake 
iss not limited to humans: also a machine can make a mistake, for instance by being 
out-of-order. . 

AA disturbance is not statistically different from a binary control or nuisance variable: 
alll  three could be modelled as a Bernoulli variable. The distinction is based on the 
rolee that the factor plays in an improvement project. The role of a binary control or 
nuisancee variable is related to the two possible values the factor can take. The role of a 
disturbance,, on the other hand, is related to the frequency of its occurrence. Compare, 
forr example, the binary control variable do or do not attach a clip to a helicopter and the 
binaryy nuisance variable Albert or Bertrand folds the helicopter with the disturbance a 
paperpaper helicopter is folded incorrectly. 

Ass was remarked by Hinckley and Barkan, a disturbance can cause the CTQ to devi-
atee hundreds of standard deviations from its mean value. Typical examples include: 
mistakess from operators, technical malfunctions, congestions due to dirt. 
Hinckleyy and Barkan note that statistical methods are of limited use in identifying 
andd describing the effects of disturbances. Even moderate frequencies of occurrence 
(say,, once a week) require large sample sizes in order to be estimated. Conversely, for 
counteractionss against disturbances a rough assessment of their effect and frequency 
usuallyy suffices. A typical approach for the identification and prioritation is the Fail-
uree Mode and Effect Analysis (commonly known under the abbreviation FMEA; see 
Stamatis,, 1995). Because of the dramatic impact that disturbances can have on the 
analysiss of experimental data, it seems wise to focus on the detection and prevention 
off  disturbances before running experiments. 

2.4.11 Elements for the methodological framework 

C3:: The concepts control variable, nuisance variable and disturbance. 
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2.55 Improvement patterns 

Uponn arriving in the Conclusion phase the inquirer has uncovered and modelled re-
lationss in the process. Based on these relations and the behaviour of the CTQ the 
inquirerr takes action to improve the CTQ's performance. Many of the improvement 
actionss follow known patterns. Below I define seven generic improvement patterns. 
Forr the definition I characterise the behaviour of the CTQ that is corrected, the uncov-
eredd relations that are exploited, and the improvement action that is taken. 

1.. Adjustment of the mean. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: the mean is not on its desired value. 
Foundd influence factors: a control variable X. 
Improvementt action: X is adjusted to bring the CTQ's mean closer to its desired 
value.. The desired value can be a nominal value, but as well as large or as small 
ass possible. Therefore, adjustments of control variables to increase, for example, 
yieldd or capacity belong to this pattern. 

2.. Robust design on nuisance variable. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: excessive variation. 
Foundd influence factors: a nuisance variable Z to which this variation can be at-
tributed,, and a control variable X, which has an interaction effect with Z. 
Improvementt action: X is adjusted so that the variation transmitted from Z is 
reduced. . 

3.. Robust design on dispersion effect. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: excessive short-term variation. 
Foundd influence factors: a control variable X that has a dispersion effect. 
Improvementt action: X is adjusted to reduce the short-term variation of the 
CTQ. . 

4.. Tolerance design. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: excessive variation. 
Foundd influence factors: a nuisance variable Z to which this variation can be at-
tributed. . 
Improvementt action: The tolerances on Z are narrowed (i.e., its variation is re-
duced).. Variation in nuisance variables is often completely eliminated, for exam-
ple:: the number of suppliers could be reduced to one, thus eliminating variation 
stemmingg from differences among suppliers. 

5.. Feedforward control. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: excessive variation. 
Foundd influence factors: a nuisance variable Z to which this variation can be at-
tributed,, and a control variable X. 
Improvementt action: A feedforward control system is designed, which compen-
satess the variation caused by Z by adjustment of X. For example: if different 
machiness cause variation in a CTQ, an inquirer might use a control variable to 
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compensatee for these differences. 

6.. Feedback control. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: the long-term variation is substantially larger than the 
short-termm variation. 
Foundd influence factors: a control variable A'. 
Improvementt action: A feedback control system is designed, which corrects the 
driftingg process by adjustment of X. 

7.7. Mistake proofing. 
Behaviourr of the CTQ: regular outliers. 
Foundd influence factors: a disturbance causing these outliers. 
Improvementt action: The occurrence of the disturbance is prevented, or its effect 
onn the CTQ reduced. 

Thee abovementioned patterns apply if the CTQ is a variable. If, instead, the CTQ is an 
eventt then the improvement pattern could rather be described as 'problem solving'. 
Inn this situation the explanatory network consists of control variables that affect the 
probabilityy of the event to occur. The improvement action consists of the adjustment 
off  one or more control variables so that the probability of occurrence is reduced. An 
examplee in a coffee packaging process is the CTQ package is not vacuum. An influence 
factorr is the capacity of the pump in the vacuum bell. Increasing this capacity reduces 
thee probability of a package being punctured, thus solving the problem. 

MacKayy and Steiner (1997) enumerate five strategies for variation reduction: 

I.. Introducing or tightening output inspection, 

II .. Introducing or improving feedback control, 

III .. Reducing variation in process inputs, 

IV.. Introducing or improving feedforward control, 

V.. Desensitizing the process to input variation. 

Accordingg to the authors, these five techniques encompass all possible variation re-
ductionn methods. Output inspection is not listed as an improvement pattern in this 
section,, because it is not based on found relations in the process. The other four meth-
odss of MacKay and Steiner correspond with feedback control (II.), tolerance design 
(III.) ,, feedforward control (IV.), and robust design on nuisance variable or on disper-
sionn effect (V). Adjustment of the mean, mistake proofing and problem solving are 
nott listed by MacKay and Steiner. 

2.5.11 Elements for the methodological framework 

H5:: The heuristics provided by the proposed improvement patterns. 
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2.66 Statistical methods which support the proposed framework 

Forr the statisticians among the readers it might be illuminative if the proposed frame-
workk is related to statistical methods and techniques that play a role in it. Below I give 
referencess to statistical techniques which are popular in quality improvement. They 
aree associated with various sections of this chapter. 

Techniquess related to 2.2.3 Operationalisation 
Forr the verification of the reliability of measurement procedures (listed under point 1. 
inn section 2.2.3) statistics offers various techniques. In situations in which a continuous 
variablee is measured a gauge repeatability and reproducibility (gauge R&R) study can 
bee performed (AIAG, 1990). Measurement error is estimated as a particular compo-
nentt of the variance of the measured values. The magnitude of this measurement error 
iss compared with the length of the range of interest, which is typically defined as the 
distancee between the specification limits on the CTQ. For ordinal, nominal and binary 
measurementss a range of measures for consistency and agreement have been proposed 
suchh as the kappa index and the intraclass correlation coefficient (Fleiss, 1981). 
Forr assessing the magnitude of the problem under study (point 3. in section 2.2.3) the 
processs capability analysis (Does, Roess and Trip, 1999) is popular. In such a study the 
distributionn of the CTQ is estimated from a sample of data that have been collected 
duringg a period of time from the running process. The result is expressed in a number 
off  metrics, such as the mean and the short- and long-term variance, but also in the form 
off  capability indices such as Cp and Cpk (Kotz and Lovelace, 1998) and the Six Sigma 
metricc (Harry, 1997, pp. 8.2-8.9). These capability indices represent the estimated 
proportionn of nonconforming items. 

Techniquess related to 2.2.4 Exploration 
Thee various heuristics that were given in section 2.2.4 can be supported by statisti-
call  techniques. Exploratory data analysis (Tukey, 1977) is the branch of statistics that 
dealss precisely with this type of statistical investigations. It features descriptive sta-
tisticall  techniques and graphical methods such as the boxplot, the scatter plot, the 
concentrationn diagram, the multi-vari chart and the control chart. 

Techniquess related to 2.2.6 Confirmation 
Thiss is the domain of inferential statistics, which is centered around estimation and 
testingg theory. Experimental data are analysed with a range of tailor-made estimation 
andd testing methods such as analysis of variance, regression analysis, the t-test, the 
chi-squaree test, logistic regression, linear models, et cetera (see, e.g., Box, Hunter and 
Hunter,, 1978). Schemes for the collection of data are provided by the branch of statis-
ticss that is named 'design of experiments' (DoE; see Montgomery, 1997). Experimental 
designss that are frequently used are factorial designs (2fc, 3fc and fractional factorial 
designs),, response surface designs (Box-Behnken and central composite designs) and 
mixturee designs. Response surface methodology (RSM; see Box and Draper, 1987) of-
ferss techniques for sequential experimentation, such as the method of steepest ascent 
andd evolutionary operation. 

Techniquess related to 2.2.7 Conclusion 
Systemss for quality control (point 3. in section 2.2.7) heavily depend on statistical 
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methods.. These methods mainly belong to the fields of statistical process control and 
acceptancee sampling. The reader is referred to, e.g., Montgomery (1991). 

Techniquess related to 2.3 The iterative nature of empirical inquiry 
Statisticss provides powerful methods that enable an inquirer to check the adequacy of 
hiss models and to suggest possible directions for further inquiry. Thus, learning from 
errorr is facilitated. These methods are diagnostical aids during the analysis of exper-
imentall  data, such as goodness of fit tests and tests for curvature. During a residual 
analysisanalysis the part of the observed variation that is not explained by the fitted model is 
studiedd to find anomalies. Statistical methods which are used during such an analy-
siss are probability plots, control charts, residual plots, and a range of metrics such as 
leveragee and Cook's distance. The mentioned methods can be found in books on the 
analysiss of experimental data, such as Box, Hunter and Hunter (1978) and Myers and 
Montgomeryy (1995). 

Techniquess related to 2.5 Improvement patterns 
Givenn the statistical models that describe the behaviour of the CTQ (partly as a func-
tionn of the influence factors) the inquirer needs techniques to explore these models so 
thatt he can define suitable improvement actions. 
Forr the adjustment of the mean (pattern 1. in section 2.5) statistics provides simple 
graphicall  techniques for the visualisation of models, such as the contour plot and the 
effectt plot (Montgomery, 1997). A formal mathematical method for exploring response 
modelss is canonical analysis (Box and Draper, 1987). 
Forr robust design on a nuisance variable (pattern 2.) and on a dispersion effect (pat-
ternn 3.) similar methods are used. In addition, methods are needed for the simulta-
neouss exploration of the response models for the mean and the variance of the CTQ. 
Viningg and Myers (1990) propose the dual response surface method for the simulta-
neouss analysis of both response models. Other methods for dealing with the trade-off 
betweenn variation reduction and optimisation of the mean of the CTQ are based on a 
separationn of the control variables into a group that influences mean and variance, and 
aa group that influences only the mean (Kackar, 1985). In case the variance of the CTQ 
iss functionally related to its mean statistics provides measures of dispersion which 
aree independent of the mean (see León, Shoemaker and Kacker, 1987). Alternatively, 
statisticss provides transformations of the CTQ which also aim at seperating dispersion 
fromm location (Box, 1988). 
Forr tolerance design (pattern 4.) it is necessary that the inquirer analyses the variation 
thatt is propagated from the nuisance variables to the CTQ. Computation of this vari-
ancee propagation can be awkward, but statistics has proposed approximations such 
ass the first-order error propagation formula (Evans, 1974/75). 
AA system for feedback control (pattern 6.) can be optimised if an adequate time series 
modell  is estimated for the behaviour of the CTQ. ARIMA models are popular in this 
contextt (Box, Jenkins and Reinsel, 1994). 

2.77 The methodological framework 

Thee elements that were proposed in this chapter are summarised in table 2.1. 
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Concepts s 

C11 CTQ and influence factor (section 2.1) 
C22 Operationalisation, Exploration, Elaboration, Confirmation and Conclusion {section 

2.2) 2.2) 
C33 Control variable, nuisance variable and disturbance {section 2.4) 

Heuristics s 

H11 Improvement actions are derived from found relations in the process (section 1.3) 
H22 The sequence Operationalisation —• Exploration —> Elaboration —• Confirmation — 

Conclusionn (section 2.2) 
H33 The heuristics provided in section 2.2.4 for the discovery of possible influence factors 
H44 Learning by scientific method is intrinsically iterative (section 2.3) 
H55 The proposed improvement patterns in section 2.5 

Methodologicall rules 

R11 Conjectures are tested to empirical data (section 1.3) 
R22 CTQs and influence factors should be defined operationally (section 2.1) 
R33 The rules of section 2.2.3 that specify when a problem is adequately defined 
R44 The rule (severity criterion) that specifies when additional testing in the Confirmation 

phasee is required (section 2.2.6) 

Tablee 2.1 The methodological framework for statistical improvement strategies. 
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Appendix x 
Statisticall thinking 

Inn this appendix I study whether the notion of statistical thinking can be accommo-
datedd in the proposed framework. As a basis for this discussion, I take Wild and 
Pfannkuchh (1999), which is more elaborate than, e.g., Snee (1990). I enumerate the in-
gredientss proposed by Wild and Pfannkuch to form statistical thinking and comment 
onn them. 

1.. The investigative cycle PPDAC (Problem —*• Plan —» Data —• Analysis —> Conclu
sions).. An elaborate description of PPDAC is given in the interesting paper by 
MacKayy and Oldford (2000). PPDAC is a template (according to the authors even 
aa demarcation) of statistical investigations which aim to arrive at a conclusion on 
specificc questions on the basis of data. The authors acknowledge that, although 
variouss instances of PPDAC-type investigations occur within a scientific inquiry, 
PPDACC is not scientific method itself. Many issues in scientific inquiry are extra-
statisticall (hypothesis generation on the basis of a qualitative investigation, to 
mentionn just one). 
II disagree with the authors that PPDAC provides a demarcation of statistical 
method.. I find it difficult to construe the design of a sampling inspection scheme, 
forr example, as an investigation, and I have trouble relating the PPDAC steps to 
thiss application of statistics. In my opinion, the modelling of uncertainty cap
turess more of the essence of statistics. I do, however, consider PPDAC a good 
representationn of statistical investigations, and as such it provides a worthwhile 
additionn to the proposed framework. I can see its applications in, e.g., the Op-
erationalisationn phase (characterisation of the current extent of the problem) and 
thee Confirmation phase (testing of a hypothesis). Its not being listed in the pro
posedd framework has to do with the fact that it is of a level of smaller detail than 
thee other elements of the framework. 

2.. Types of thinking: 

oo Recognition of the need for data. This reflects in part the credo that conjec
turess should be tested to empirical evidence. Furthermore, the need for 
dataa is stated in our framework in the Operationalisation phase (assessing 
thee magnitude of the problem) and the Exploration phase (invention of hy
potheses).. The recognition of the need for data is not unique for statistical 
thinking,, but generic for empirical inquiry. 

oo Transnumeration (i.e., numeracy transformations made to facilitate under
standing).. This refers to the classification and ordering of data during an 
exploratoryy study. It is not unique for statistical thinking, but generic for 
empiricall inquiry. 

oo Variation. It is importantt to discern precisely what is meant. In the sense of 
randomm variation as a construct to model uncertainty the notion of variation 
iss the fundamental contribution of statistical method to empirical inquiry. 
InIn the sense of systematic variation as a result of causes which should be 
detectedd the notion touches the crux of empirical inquiry and is certainly not 
uniquee for statistical thinking (cf. the explain —+ predict —> control pattern 
inn section 1.3.1). In a third sense, variation refers to deviations of a CTQ 
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fromm its target, and the reduction of this variation is a main theme in quality 
improvement.. This notion is a contribution of statistical thinking (although 
itt is too restrictive to make variation reduction the sole objective in quality 
improvement).. Al l three notions of the word variation have their place in 
thee proposed framework. 

oo A distinctive set of models, in particular: mathematical models, augmented 
withh stochastic components. This type of models is typical for statistical 
methods,, but they are employed in many empirical sciences. In our frame-
work,, they are embodied in the statistical methods that are used. 

oo Context knowledge, statistical knowledge and synthesis. Statistical knowledge 
couldd be replaced here by the phrase 'methodological knowledge' (since 
whatt is involved includes more than just statistical techniques). This syn-
thesiss is not unique for statistical thinking, but generic for scientific research. 
Thee role of context knowledge in the invention of hypothesis is recognised 
inn the proposed framework (section 2.2.4). 

oo Modelling (i.e., representing phenomena with cognitive models). This is not 
uniquee for statistical thinking, but is essential in all cognitive thinking. It is 
omnipresentt in the proposed framework, for example in the discussion on 
thee role and structure of theories (section 2.1). 

oo Applying techniques (i.e., map a problem onto a problem for which a known 
solutionn (method) exists). This is not unique for statistical thinking. Think-
ingg in analogies is given as a heuristic in section 2.2.4. 

3.. The interrogative cycle (Generate possible solutions —> Seek additional informa-
tionn —• Interpret the results —>  Criticise —• Judge). This is a variant of Dewey's 
procedure,, although criticism and judgments are not necessarily based on em
piricall evidence, but as well on literature, assessment and context knowledge. 
Thee procedure is not unique for statistical thinking, but generic for inquiry. 

4.. Dispositions, such as scepticism, imagination, curiosity, openness, et cetera. I 
wonderr whether this should be part of a methodological framework. These dis
positionss are not unique for statistical thinking, but are part of scientific thinking 
inn the broadest sense. 

Conclusion n 

Thee PPDAC template is a worthwhile addition to the proposed framework. The other 
importantt ingredients of statistical thinking as listed by Wild and Pfannkuch are rep
resentedd in the proposed framework. Moreover, the major part of the ingredients of 
statisticall thinking are actually elements of scientific method. For this reason statisti
call method in the context of quality improvement is in this thesis regarded a part of 
scientificc method for empirical inquiry. 
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